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Connoisseurship

and Critique

Why return to the history of connoisseurship, and

why now? Its particular virtues Ð deep looking,

an eye for subtle markers of historical merit, and

an obsession with the Òhand of the masterÓ Ð

seem rooted firmly in the past at a time when art

is ever more obsessed with the present. An essay

on ÒMarxism and ConnoisseurshipÓ today is likely

to seem both ridiculous and dubious, like

proposing a political recuperation of dressage.

Yet I think that theorizing where we stand in

relationship to the concept can save a lot of

confusion, and clarify the stakes of cultural

critique.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÒNo moment of the disciplineÕs history has

been more reviled,Ó one recent scholarly article

puts it. ÒConnoisseurship has become a byword

for snobbery, greed, and professional

mystification.Ó

1

 Last year, speaking at a

conference on ÒThe Educated Eye,Ó one British

Museum curator put the matter even more

aggressively: Ò[I would] rather gouge my eyes out

with a rusty penknife than describe myself as a

connoisseur.Ó

2

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAnd yet, a twist: while art flees from its

historical association with connoisseurship, the

very same virtues are undergoing a boom in the

culture beyond the gallery and the museum.

Everywhere consumers are being encouraged to

interpolate themselves as connoisseurs. Indeed,

the recent past has conjured up entire new fields

of connoisseurship, as if by magic.

Water sommelier Martin Riese holds a water-tasting class at Patina

restaurant in Los Angeles, February 25, 2015. Photo: Reuters

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊOne hundred years ago, when the classic

connoisseurs of art like Bernard Berenson and

Max Friedlander were at the height of their

prestige, Henry Ford had only just gotten his

assembly line rolling, the great symbol of

capitalist commodity production. Today, interest

in collectible cars among moneyed Baby

Boomers far outpaces investment in traditional

status symbols like art or wines.

3

 Symposia with

titles like ÒConnoisseurship and the Collectible
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Honor� Daumier,The

ConnoisseurÊ(1860Ð1865). Pen

and ink, wash, watercolor,

lithographic crayon, and

gouache over black chalk on

wove paper. Credit: H. O.

Havemeyer Collection, Bequest

of Mrs. H. O. Havemeyer, 1929.

Kuroda Seiki, 湖畔  [Lakeside] (1897). Oil on canvas. 69 × 84.7 cm.
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CarÓ promise the knowledge necessary to

navigate this new terrain.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAn obsession with refined consumption

permeates contemporary culture, sometimes to

the point of unintentional comedy. Consider

Martin Riese, Los AngelesÕs famed Òwater

sommelier,Ó who promises to teach how to

identify both region and depth from which

bottled water comes. Riese promises that his

water tastings will expand your palette,

unlocking new realms of gustatory sensitivity.

4

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊSuch hipster connoisseurship is vulnerable

to being accused of exactly the same

associations with Òsnobbery, greed, and

professional mystificationÓ as old-school

connoisseurship. When Brooklyn chocolatiers

the Mast Brothers Ð who offer a Red Hook

tasting room to learn the subtleties of their

bean-to-bar concoctions Ð were accused of

ÒremeltingÓ common chocolate, the resulting

wave of schadenfreude made the New York

Times.

5

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊMeanwhile, confusingly, while fine art has

labored mightily to distance itself from the elitist

connotations of connoisseurship, no one seems

to much like what the post-connoisseurial

museum is shaping up to be, from popular critics

of art to academics. Holland Cotter laments that

the crowds attracted to spectacular

contemporary art mask the withering audience

for anything that is not of-the-now.

6

 Hal Foster

attacks contemporary museums for becoming

little more than props for callow Òcultural

tourismÓ and caving in to Òa mega-programme so

obvious that it goes unstated: entertainment.Ó

7

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊRain Room, made by the London-based

design group Random International and wholly

owned by high-end home d�cor makers

Restoration Hardware, has attracted massive

crowds and long lines wherever it has toured to a

museum. It consists of a walk-in environment

where, through the magic of motion sensors and

ingenious plumbing, you can experience the thrill

of walking through a torrential rainstorm without

getting wet. The piece is a lot of fun and great for

selfies.

8

 Whether such qualities require the

concepts of ÒartÓ or ÒartistsÓ as a vehicle Ð and

therefore whether museums might be talking

themselves out of a job by promoting it Ð

remains an open question.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIndeed, last Christmas, the Glade¨ scented

candle company brought a pop-up installation

called The Museum of Feelings to Lower

Manhattan.

9

 The environment ripped off

elements of Yayoi KusamaÕs mirrored rooms and

James TurrellÕs perception-bending light

installations, adding in a bunch of interactive

wizardry and customizable Òselfie stationsÓ to

share oneÕs mood. It was met with exactly the

same kind of blockbuster lines as Rain Room

encountered at MoMA and LACMA, with waits

stretching to hours. The fact that this ÒmuseumÓ

experience was authored by a faceless marketing

company called Radical Media rather than

named artists made no difference.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊArt and craft, art and entertainment, art

and design have long circled each other in wary

fascination and antagonism. The present scene

reduces this venerable drama to one of those

stage farces of mutual misidentification, where

one character is always storming off to confront

her enemy just as that foe leaps onstage through

the other door.

Art and Industry

The rejection of ÒconnoisseurshipÓ in todayÕs

aesthetic discourse may be seen simply as the

pragmatic outcome of a much-changed

contemporary art system. Eclecticism and

pluralism are the chief features of the post-

1960s art scene; the notion, associated with

connoisseurship, of establishing a single firm set

of rules for evaluation seems dated at best. Yet

the airy avowal that Òanything can be artÓ masks

the deeper, unexamined ways that assumptions

formed in EuropeÕs recent past still structure

how art is viewed and valued even within the

polyglot international art world.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAmong art historians, it is a commonplace

that the idea of ÒFine ArtÓ is a relatively recent

construction. Its roots lie in the humanism of the

Renaissance and the rationalism of the

Enlightenment. It was given further impetus by

the formalization of Galilean science, which

shook up old tables of knowledge. As Larry

Shiner writes:

By joining the experimental and

mathematical methods, seventeenth-

century scientists not only laid the basis for

the sciences to achieve an autonomous

identity but also drove a wedge into the

liberal arts, pushing geometry and

astronomy towards disciplines like

mechanics and physiology that seemed

more appropriate company than music,

which was itself moving towards rhetoric

and poetry.

10

As for painting and sculpture, they could not

have existed as ÒautonomousÓ art objects before

the birth of the modern museum, which gave the

necessary institutional context to view art

objects outside of decoration and patronage.

11

The founding of the Mus�e du Louvre in 1792 was

one of the more unexpected byproducts of the

French Revolution.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊYet the truly modern form of capital-A Art is

a creation of the Romantic period in Europe

(roughly 1800Ð1850), which birthed the ideal of
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the artist as autonomous visionary. This cult of

art emerged opposite the intensifying upheaval

of the Industrial Revolution: small workshop

production and small farms were being replaced

by increasingly industrialized, urban forms of

production and consumption; laborers became

anonymous and no longer had creative input into

their work; consumers knew less and less about

where or by whom goods had been produced.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊShiner again:

Whereas the eighteenth century split the

older idea of art into fine art versus craft,

the nineteenth century transformed fine art

itself into a reified ÒArt,Ó an independent

and privileged realm of spirit, truth, and

creativity. Similarly, the concept of the

artist, which had been definitively

separated from that of the artisan in the

eighteenth century, was now sanctified as

one of humanityÕs highest spiritual callings.

The status and image of the artisan, by

contrast, continued to decline, as many

small workshops were forced out of

business by industrialization and many

skilled craftspeople entered the factories

as operatives performing prescribed

routines.

12

In Europe, the most influential writers to give

voice to the ageÕs intensified artistic sensibility

were Charles Baudelaire (1821Ð1867) in France,

and John Ruskin (1819Ð1900) in England. These

men would have been in the same high school

class with Karl Marx (1818Ð1883) and Friedrich

Engels (1820Ð1895), the theorists of the new

working class, which is no coincidence. ÒThere is

no understanding the arts in the later nineteenth

century,Ó writes the Marxist historian Eric

Hobsbawm, Òwithout a sense of this social

demand that they should act as all-purpose

suppliers of spiritual contents to the most

materialist of civilizations.Ó

13

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThis story of art, clearly, is Eurocentric. The

operation by which cultural objects from non-

European cultures were Òreimagined as ÔartÕ in

the modern sense of a product of individual

expression meant for individual secular

contemplationÓ has been extensively studied.

14

Such ÒautonomousÓ values have sometimes been

imposed from without by the most sordid of

imperialisms. Yet in another respect, they might

also be viewed as part of the internal psychic

economy of capitalism, a tendency active

wherever its values are adopted.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊFor example, following the Meiji Restoration

of 1868, a formerly cloistered Japan decided to

industrialize on its own terms in reaction to the

expansion of the empires of Europe and the

United States. Art historian Dōshin Satō shows in

Modern Japanese Art and the Meiji State that the

Japanese equivalent term for Òfine art,Ó bijutsu,

is a product of exactly this period of social

transformation.

15

 The prestige of bijutsu, Satō

argues, was constructed in opposition to another

new-born term, kaigo, approximating the idea of

Òcraft,Ó which became associated with industrial

products made for export.

16

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAn intensifying self-consciousness about

fine art is a dialectical counterformation to the

intensifying social weight of capitalist industry.

They are twinned developments, and are thereby

implicated in a whole web of class tensions. Art-

consciousness is, in this respect, as distinct a

symptom of capitalism as wage labor or the

commodity form itself.

Destructive Criticism

The modern connoisseur is also a historical

product, born from the same intellectual ferment

that produced the modern artist. Indeed, the two

fields are entwined; the formalization of the

ideals of connoisseurship legitimated art as a

prestige object of study.

17

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe same nineteenth century that gave rise

to the cult of the autonomous artist witnessed,

within theories of connoisseurship, a parallel

development: an increasingly monomaniacal

focus on questions of authorship. In Europe, the

key figure is the Italian physician, statesman,

and theorist Giovanni Morelli (1816Ð1891) Ð like

Baudelaire and Ruskin, the near-exact

contemporary of Marx and Engels.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊFor earlier proponents of Òscientific

connoisseurshipÓ such as the Englishman

Jonathan Richardson (1667Ð1745), attribution

was one task among others for the

connoisseur.

18

 For Morelli, attribution became

the main obsession Ð to the point of paradox.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAll that was most obvious in a painting was

liable to be copied by lesser hands. The true

personality of the artist, therefore, would reveal

itself in overlooked, almost unconscious details,

such as the uniquely characteristic way that a

hand or an earlobe was rendered.

19

 True art

appreciation could only mean looking past the

Ògeneral impressionÓ and seeking out these

minute traces of creative individuality.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊBecause of MorelliÕs spectacular success in

using this aesthetic forensics to reattribute

famous paintings, he gained great renown in the

late nineteenth century. Yet, despite the

seemingly technical nature of his endeavor, it is

worth emphasizing the degree to which MorelliÕs

obsession with authorship constituted not just a

method of attribution but a particularly modern

form of taste.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn his treatise Italian Painters, MorelliÕs

ÒPrinciples and MethodÓ are outlined in the form

of an ingenious parable: an imagined encounter
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between a Russian visitor to Florence and a wise

older Italian connoisseur. After hearing the

Italian hold forth on authentication issues, the

Russian departs, thinking him Òdry,

uninteresting, and even pedantic,Ó and

concluding that his theories Òmight even be of

service to dealers and experts, but in the end

must prove detrimental to the truer and more

elevated conception of art.Ó

20

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊReturning to Russia, however, the narrator

finds himself haunted by the encounter. He

attends a showcase of a princeÕs Italian pictures

before they are sold off at auction. ÒI could hardly

believe my eyes, and felt as if scales had

suddenly fallen from them,Ó our narrator tells the

reader. ÒIn short, these pictures, which only a

few years before had appeared to me admirable

works by Raphael himself, did not satisfy me

now, and on closer inspection I felt convinced

that these much-vaunted productions were

nothing but copies, or perhaps even

counterfeits.Ó

21

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊMorelli suggests the term Òdestructive

criticismÓ for his method.

22

 The superficial

appreciation of art is destroyed; in its place, a

new, ultra-refined appreciation is recovered at a

higher level.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊUndergirding this aesthetics is a subtle

politics of looking.

23

 On the one hand, the

traditional elitism of connoisseurship is on full

view in MorelliÕs text, with his proxy stating that

Òthe full enjoyment of art is reserved only for a

select few, and that the many cannot be

expected to enter into all the subtleties.Ó

24

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAt the same time, this aristocratic

temperament is not just rooted in the past, but

represents a reaction to a quite modern

phenomenon: the incipient commercialization of

culture. Indeed, the evils Morelli associates with

the Ògeneral impressionÓ have a particular

embodied metaphor, one that will be familiar

within contemporary debates about the

transformation of museum culture: the tourist.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÒThe modern touristÕs first object is to arrive

at a certain point; once there, he disposes of the

allotted sights as quickly as possible, and hurries

on resignedly to fresh fields, where the same

programme is repeated,Ó remarks MorelliÕs

Italian connoisseur, almost as his opening

statement. ÒIn the way we live nowadays, a man

has scarcely time to collect his thoughts. The

events of each day glide past like dissolving

views, effacing one another in turn. There is thus

a total absence of repose, without which

enjoyment of art is an impossibility.Ó

25

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊConsequently, the ÒdestructiveÓ aspects of

MorelliÕs criticism can be read as a defensive

operation, as old rhythms of culture were being

subordinated to the demands of modern

commerce.

26

 If the cult of art was constructed as

a reaction to the intensifying social weight of

capitalist commodity production, the archetype

of the connoisseur of images was constructed as

the counterpoint to the mere consumer of

images.

The ConnoisseurÕs Paradox

The intellectual implications of such Òscientific

connoisseurshipÓ become clearer still if we look

to MorelliÕs most celebrated follower, Bernard

Berenson (1865Ð1959), who formalized the

ÒMorellian MethodÓ into an alibi for the art

market of the Gilded Age.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊBerenson systematized MorelliÕs approach,

and further established a new idea of recognizing

Òartistic personalityÓ as the highest aim of

aesthetic intelligence. ÒThe complete description

of an artistic personality amounts to identifying

an artistÕs characteristic habits of execution and

visualization, noting their changes, deducing

from them the ways in which other masters

influenced this artist, and finally commenting

upon his qualities of mind and temperament, as

evidenced by his paintings,Ó explains Carol

Gibson-Wood.

27

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIt can be argued, based on this, that the

particular, near-religious charge of this strain of

art connoisseurship is owed to the fact that it

seems to offer access to all those qualities lost

in the transition to alienated consumption: a

sense of the specific conditions of production,

the aura of the humanity behind the object.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊYet in reviewing BerensonÕs methodological

treatise, Rudiments of Connoisseurship (1898),

what also becomes clear is just how oddly the

nineteenth-/early-twentieth-century obsession

with authorship fit its particular privileged

object. Renaissance painting had been rooted in

the transition from EuropeÕs medieval world with

its workshops and guilds, well before the

actuation of RomanticismÕs ideal of the

autonomous artist.

28

 Indeed, this particular

mismatch explains connoisseurshipÕs

micrological obsessions in the first place.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÒThe artist often left most of the work, if not

the whole, to be executed by assistants, unless a

special agreement was made that it was entirely

or in its most important features, to be from his

own hand, although even then he did not always

adhere to the terms of his contract,Ó cautions

Berenson, explaining to the reader the difficulty

of arriving at true knowledge of authorship.

Referring to a Raphael that had been

downgraded to ÒWorkshop of RaphaelÓ: ÒOften

there could have been no pretense at execution

on the great masterÕs part. Everything painted in

his shop was regarded as his work, even when

wholly executed, and even when designed by his

assistants.Ó

29

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAt this juncture, the projective character of
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Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven's sculpture God as photographed by Morton Schamberg (1917). Gelatin silver print. Credit: Elisha Whittelsey

Collection, Elisha Whittelsey Fund, 1973.
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BerensonÕs hunt for the signs of Òartistic

personalityÓ within and between works may

recall what Michel Foucault says about the

operation of the Òauthor functionÓ in literature. In

his well-known 1969 lecture ÒWhat Is An

Author?Ó Foucault argued that authorship was

not a given but merely one historical mode of

reception:

Such a name permits one to group together

a certain number of texts, define them,

differentiate them from and contrast them

to others. In addition, it establishes a

relationship among the texts É The

authorÕs name serves to characterize a

certain mode of being of discourse: the fact

that the discourse has an authorÕs name,

that one can say Òthis was written by so-

and-soÓ or Òso-and-so is its author,Ó shows

that this discourse is not ordinary everyday

speech that merely comes and goes, not

something that is immediately consumable.

On the contrary, it is a speech that must be

received in a certain mode and that, in a

given culture, must receive a certain

status.

30

FoucaultÕs interest in the author function

remains principally epistemological. Yet even in

this passage, the French philosopher hints at

how it fulfills an aesthetic function: it serves to

differentiate its objects from the Òimmediately

consumable,Ó granting them a Òcertain status,Ó

and setting them off from the oblivion of

Òeveryday,Ó anonymous production. The form of

artistic consciousness propounded by Morelli

and Berenson might, finally, be thought of as the

delectation of the author function.

The Ready-Made Eye

If there is one artwork of the twentieth century

that would make, in retrospect, the

connoisseurÕs obsession with the Òhand of the

masterÓ appear antique, it is Marcel DuchampÕs

Fountain of 1917 (the same year that BerensonÕs

Study and Criticism of Italian Art appeared in the

United States). The lasting provocation of this

appropriated urinal, presented as sculpture,

stands at the foundation of contemporary artÕs

post-medium pluralism.

31

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊYet it is a much-remarked-upon irony that

the original Fountain, which was lost, was

replicated in 1950 and 1963 with DuchampÕs

supervision of all the details. This quintessential

celebration of the industrial object became,

essentially, a precious trophy carefully

constructed to evidence, if not the Òhand of the

master,Ó then definitely his signature.

32

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe Fordist assembly line had only kicked

off in 1913, the same year DuchampÕs Nude

Descending a Staircase appeared in New York. An

industrial and consumerist world would make

new kinds of objects available for repurposing as

artistic expression, via collage or mining the

pathos of the found object. Such emergent

strategies would throw into question many

assumptions about what fine art looked like.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊYet, in some ways, rather than representing

a break, the changes Fountain signaled actually

consummated the internal logic already put in

play by Òscientific connoisseurship.Ó Duchamp

famously professed himself indifferent to

Òretinal artÓ; MorelliÕs Òdestructive criticismÓ

opposed itself to Òsuperficial impression,Ó and

had already turned art appreciation into a

cerebral guessing game, centered on questions

of authorship.

33

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn its day, DuchampÕs Fountain remained a

novelty, if not an outrage. Its influence would not

be truly ascendant until the 1960s, when rising

Pop and Conceptual artists discovered in the

Òready-madeÓ a legitimating tradition. And it is

yet another historical irony that, just as

industrial materials were entering into the

mainstream of fine art, the conventions of fine

art were accumulating around the quintessential

industrialized art: Hollywood film.

34

 Directed at a

mass audience and subject to Taylorized

production procedures, individual authorship

was so little important to HollywoodÕs Golden

Age (roughly the TwentiesÊto the Forties) that the

term Òthe genius of the SystemÓ has come into

currency to indicate how the corporation itself,

the Studio, fulfilled the role of artist.

35

Alfred Hitchcock poses on a boat in Cannes, May 1972. Photo:

AFP/Getty Images

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊYet by the 1960s, film would become

recuperated under Òauteur theoryÓ in the

writings of figures like Andr� Bazin, establishing

the medium as an object for serious intellectual

attention rather than a disposable novelty. Critic-

turned-filmmaker Fran�ois TruffautÕs book of

interviews with Alfred Hitchcock reoriented
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public perception of the British director, from a

flashy hired gun to an artist whose oeuvre

displayed a unified personal vision.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÒOver a group of films, a director must

exhibit certain recurrent characteristics of style,

which serve as his signature,Ó another proponent

of ÒauteurÓ theory, Andrew Sarris, would write in

1962, sounding for all the world like Berenson

holding forth on Òartistic personalityÓ in painting.

ÒThe way a film looks and moves should have

some relationship to the way a director thinks

and feels.Ó

36

 The same conceptual apparatus

that could reach back in time to transform

Raphael within his Renaissance workshop into

an autonomous visionary could transform

Hitchcock, working for Paramount, into his

distant cousin.

37

No Quarter

In the final paragraphs of ÒWhat Is An Author?,Ó

Foucault offers what amounts to a literary

prophecy. Associating the author function with

Òour era of industrial and bourgeois society, of

individualism and private property,Ó he

hypothesizes that Òas our society changes, at the

very moment when it is in the process of

changing, the author function will disappear.Ó

38

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWhat is puzzling is that, outside the

boutique world of the fine arts and the academy,

plenty of texts already fulfilled this post-

authorial condition Ð indeed, the ones that most

natively reflected the ideology of Òindustrial and

bourgeois society.Ó

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÒThe words which dominated Western

consumer societies were no longer the words of

holy books, let alone of secular writers, but the

brand-names of goods of whatever else could be

bought,Ó wrote Eric Hobsbawm of the cultural

transformations of 1960s and after. The same

could be said of the world of images, of which

museum-and-gallery art, with its byzantine

intellectual concerns, could only form a

subordinate part.
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ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊOn balance, locating ÒbourgeoisÓ values

with either authored or un-authored work is

futile. Both tendencies are located within

capital, which on the one hand transforms

everything into equally exchangeable units, but

on the other, reintroduces distinction in the hunt

for the kinds of Òmonopoly rentsÓ that only

unique status symbols can provide. As David

Harvey has written, this restless dynamic of

capital Òleads to the valuation of uniqueness,

authenticity, particularity, originality, and all

manner of other dimensions to social life that are

inconsistent with the homogeneity presupposed

by commodity production.Ó
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ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIf connoisseurship seems to have an

unsettled status within contemporary culture, it

is because it is caught in these crosswinds.

Since production and reception assume one

another but are distinct, we can create a matrix

of the possible intersection of our terms:

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊQuadrant 1 represents the situation in

which aesthetic objects designed to be read

according to the conventions of fine art meet an

audience primed to receive them, the best image

being the connoisseur happily nested in the

museum.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊQuadrant 2 represents these same types of

fine art objects read in a non-connoisseurial way.

The figure would be the tourists flowing through

the Uffizi in MorelliÕs nightmares, or present-day

multitudes lining up to snap a picture of the

Mona Lisa in the Louvre because of its media-

icon status.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊQuadrant 3 takes us into the world of

industrially produced culture, as it meets its

target consumer. For the moviegoer looking for

an air-conditioned break with a Hollywood

thriller, no less than the car buyer looking to

balance sexy design with gas mileage, what the

object says about its maker or how it fits into a

larger creative vision is not generally the most

important factor at play.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊQuadrant 4, at last, stands for the situation

in which the objects of the Òculture industryÓ are

recuperated by connoisseurship: Hollywood film

sublimated via auteur theory, automobiles

transfigured via new-minted cultures of classic-

car appreciation. ÒThe car is always an

assemblage,Ó advised one sage recently, Ònot

just an object, but a bundle of stories,

paperwork, contexts, as well as parts.Ó
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ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe argument in this essay has been that

the divisions that form this matrix reflect the way

that culture refracts the alienation and class

stratification characteristic of capitalist society.
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Given these roots in political economy, it should

be no surprise that at different times and places,

pressing the merits of any of these four

quadrants over the others has taken the

appearance of political critique.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThus, in what can only be described as a

kind of Marxist connoisseurship, the art object

and the free play of aesthetic

perceptionÊhaveÊoften been seen as standing

positively for a glimpse of the unalienated world

that could be, beyond capitalismÊ(Quadrant 1). At

other moments, unmasking the fine art cult as

the product of class privilege has been the key

vector of critique (Quadrant 2).

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn the early twentieth century,

subordinating the individual, bourgeois values of

art to industry with the idea of producing Òart for

allÓ rather than luxury goods for an elite tookÊon a

socialist castÊin Soviet Productivism and in the

BauhausÊ(Quadrant 3). At other times, recovering

the humanity and individual creativity occluded

behind the commodity might well have its own

polemical charge (Quadrant 4).
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ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊReferring to the poles of fine and mass art,

Theodor Adorno once wrote, ÒBoth bear the

elements of capitalism, both bear the elements

of change É both are the torn halves of an

integral freedom, to which however they do not

add up.Ó
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 To elaborate him, you could say that all

four quadrants of this matrix are torn parts of an

integral freedom, to which they, nevertheless, do

not add up.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWhat seems to me to be characteristic of

the present moment is the intensification of the

confusion between the different positions. A

rapacious contemporary capitalism relentlessly

seeks to carve out spaces of nouveau-snobbery

and privilege, while also despoiling and profaning

old spaces of solace Ð sometimes

simultaneously. But this chaotic situation might

have a use, at least as an illustration.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊOne of the operations of power is to deflect

the critique of capitalism onto the terrain of a

more limited cultural critique. The condemnation

of arrogant elitism or dumbed-down

consumerism, of the detached art object or the

degraded commodity form, has value. But, being

partial, such critiques are always liable to

overshoot their mark, and become their opposite.

In the end, you have to keep your sights on

transforming the system that produced such

contradictions in the first place.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ×

Ben Davis is an art critic in New York City. He is the

author of 9.5 Theses on Art and Class (Haymarket,

2013) and is currently National Art Critic for artnet

News.
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replicas seemed to undermine

cardinal qualities of ready-

mades, namely, that they should

be mass-produced items and

ones chosen by an artist at a

particular moment and time.

Duchamp, however, was happy
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